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Abstract
We employ density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations to
investigate the structural, energetic and optical properties of a new computationally designed RNA
alphabet, where the nucleobases,tsA, tsG, tsC, and tsU (ts-bases), have been derived by replacing sulfur
with selenium in the previously reported tz-bases, based on the isothiazolo[4.3-d]pyrimidine
heterocycle core. We find out that the modeled non-natural bases have minimal impact on the
geometry and energetics of the classical Watson-Crick base pairs, thus potentially mimicking the
natural bases in a RNA duplex in terms of H-bonding. In contrast, our calculations indicate that Hbonded base pairs involving the Hoogsteen edge of purines are destabilized as compared to their
natural counterparts. We also focus on the photophysical properties of the non-natural bases and
correlate their absorption/emission peaks to the strong impact of the modification on the energy of
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. It is indeed stabilized by roughly 1.1-1.6 eV as compared to
the natural analogues, resulting in a reduction of the gap between the highest occupied and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital from 5.3-5.5 eV in the natural bases to 3.9-4.2 eV in the modified ones,
with a consequent bathochromic shift in the absorption and emission spectra. Overall, our analysis
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clearly indicates that the newly modelled ts-bases are expected to exhibit better fluorescent

properties. In addition, we show that a new RNA alphabet based on size-extended benzohomologated ts-bases can also form stable Watson-Crick base pairs with the natural complementary
nucleobases.

1. Introduction
Emissive nucleobases have emerged as extremely useful biological tools for understanding at a
molecular level the structure, activity, localization and interactions of nucleic acids.1 Ideally,
emissive (fluorescent) nucleobases are chemically modified nucleobases exhibiting improved
fluorescence properties, while being isomorphic and isofunctional to their parent unmodified bases,
i.e. retaining their chemical and biological functionalities, including base pairing and enzyme
incorporation.2-5 As the natural nucleobases are inherently non-emissive, significant modifications
are needed to provide them with emissive properties useful for a broad range of applications.
Modifications that leave the Watson-Crick edge of the nucleobases, and relative H-bonding potential,
unaffected are considered as “canonical”.1 The first example of canonical fluorescent nucleobases
dates back to 1969, when Stryer proposed the two emissive compounds formycil and 2-aminopurine
(2AP).6 Since this seminal work, numerous fluorescent base analogues have been proposed and used
in a variety of biotechnological and biomedical applications, as well as structural studies7-23,
including high-resolution imaging.24
In this context, in 2015 Tor and coworkers synthesized a complete emissive RNA alphabet
comprising isomorphic purine,

tz

A, tzG, and pyrimidine,

tz

U,

tz

C, analogues, all derived from

isothiazolo[4,3-d]pyrimidine as a common heterocyclic core.25 This was an evolution of their
previously proposed alphabet derived from thieno[3,4-d]-pyrimidine.21 In both the alphabets the
emissive nucleobases have their Watson-Crick edge untouched. However, in the latest proposed
alphabet the purine analogues are more isomorphic and isofunctional to the natural bases, as they
also preserve their N7 atom, whose basicity and coordinating ability is needed for biomolecular
interactions.25 Notably, the adenosine analogue tzA is indeed deaminated by adenosine deaminase as
efficiently as the natural adenosine.25

2
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As this isothiazolo-based fluorescent alphabet seems to be extremely promising, we investigated it
bonding properties and fluorescent properties.2 Herein, we use it as a basis for the design of a novel
alphabet, exhibiting enhanced fluorescence properties while preserving the isomorphicity and
possibly the isofunctionality of the original one. In this new alphabet, that we characterize here
theoretically, we replaced the isothiazolo moiety with an isoselenazolo moiety, by substituting the
sulfur atom at position 8 of the isothiazolo ring with a selenium (Se) atom.
The basis for such a substitution is in the fact that selenium is well known to feature anomalous
diffraction in X-ray crystallography, thus helping solve the phase problem.26,

27

Furthermore,

selenium is present in RNA natural posttranscriptional modifications28 and has already been
artificially introduced in nucleic acid bases, in place of an oxygen atom for solving the phase
problem29, but also for changing their pairing specificity30, 31 Notably, these two effects have been
combined in a recent study proposing a Se-based modification.32

Figure 1. Structures of the natural (A/G/U/C), modeled fluorescent nucleobases (tsA/ tsG/ tsC/ tsU)
and the modeled size expanded non-natural nucleobases (xtsA/ xtsG/ xtsC/ xtsU). The sugar-phosphate
backbone of the natural and non-natural bases has been truncated at C1’, notated as ‘R’ in the figure.

The nucleobases composing this new fluorescent alphabet are shown in Figure 1, we named them:
ts

A, tsG, tsC, and tsU (ts-bases). Herein, we also modeled a size-expanded RNA alphabet based on the

ts-bases, where a benzene spacer is inserted between the isoselanozolo and the pyrimidine ring of the
molecular scaffold. Nucleobases size-expansion by addition of an aromatic or heterocyclic ring is
indeed a well-established strategy to increase their aromatic surface and, in turn, their emissive
properties.11, 33 Very recently, a benzo-homologated (xtz-) isothiazole RNA alphabet has also been
3
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proposed.34 These bases are also shown in Figure 1, we named them:

xts

A,

xts

G,

xts

U, and

xts

C (xts-

We performed electronic structure calculations to evaluate the impact of the modification on the
structure and energy of the base pairs involving the Se-containing ts-modified nucleobases, and
compared the results with those obtained for the S-containing tz-bases. In analogy to our previous
studies,35-41 we initially focused on the effect of the modification on the geometry and energetics of
the H-bonded base pairs they participate in. First, we considered the classical cis Watson-Crick
pairing (cWW), involving the unperturbed Watson-Crick edge, next, as the Hoogsteen edge in the
two fluorescent purines also remains unmodified and available for H-bonding, we also investigated
geometries involving the purines Hoogsteen edge in the same combinations we previously
considered for the S-containing tz-bases2. We characterized the structural and energetic impact of
the modification on the Watson-Crick base pairing potential also for the size-expanded xts-bases.
In addition, we compared the aromatic character of the modeled ts-bases, as it can affect their
stacking properties, and compared it with that of natural and tz-bases. Finally, we calculated the
optical absorption properties of the modified nucleobases, compared them with those of natural and
tz-bases, and rationalized them in terms of modification of the molecular orbitals. Our and other
theoretical studies of fluorescent nucleobases have indeed shown that an accurate DFT protocol can
fairly reproduce their experimental absorption and emission spectra.2, 18, 19 Overall, our calculations
indicate that the sulfur-to-selenium substitution in the novel ts-bases causes enhanced
absorption/emission properties, as compared to the tz-ones, while having only a minor effect on their
H-bonding potential.

2. Models and Computational Details
2.1 Modeling the interaction systems. Initially, we focused on studying the impact on H-bonding
of the modeled tsA, tsG, tsC, and tsU bases possessing the canonical Watson-Crick H-bonded base
pairs in combination with the natural A, G, C, and U bases, by taking into account the tsA:U, A:tsU,
ts

G:C, and G:tsC base pairs. Then, we also studied the H-bonding interactions where both the bases

were modified, that is the tsA:tsU and tsG:tsC base pairs. Similar to our previous study on tz-bases,2
we further modeled four different H-bonding geometries, where modified purine bases, tsA and tsG,
pairs utilizing their ‘Hoogsteen’ edge for H-bonding. The first three involve the participation of tsA,
4
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utilizing its Hoogsteen edge to form H-bonding interaction with the Watson-Crick (W) edge of
ts

A:A,

ts

A:U,

ts

A:C base pairs, all interacting with a trans

orientation of the glycosidic bonds (tHW geometry). The fourth interaction we modeled is the tsG:G
tHW base pair, where the modified tsG base uses its Hoogsteen edge to H-bond to the Watson-Crick
edge of the natural G base. Next, we computationally modeled a size-expanded RNA alphabet based
on the computationally modeled ts-bases. In particular, a benzene spacer was inserted between the
isoselanozolo and the pyrimidine ring of the molecular scaffold, and the modified base analogs (xtsbases) were trivially named as xtsA, xtsG, xtsU, and xtsC, and their interaction with the natural A/U/G/C
bases were studied, see Figure 4. For each of the modeled non-natural base pairs, we also modeled
their corresponding unmodified/natural geometries. Thus, in total, we modeled twenty different
combinations of the non-natural modified base pair systems along with their natural base pair
counterparts. For all the model systems described above, the base pairs are truncated at the C1’ atom
of the ribose. This is the standard approach used in literature.36, 37, 40, 42-47
2.2 Electronic structure calculations. The geometry optimizations of the H-bonded base pairs were
performed utilizing a DFT approach, based on the hybrid B3LYP functional as implemented in the
Gaussian09 package.48-50 The correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-ζ cc-pVTZ basis set51
was used for all the geometry optimizations in gas phase as well as in water, modeled with the CPCM continuum solvation model.52 Since dispersion interactions might contribute differently to the
stability of the base pairs under study, we explicitly added Grimme’s D3 correction term to the
electronic energy also geometry optimization.53 Interaction energies were calculated at the second
order Møller-Plesset (MP2)54 level of theory, on the B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ optimized geometries,
using the augmented aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. For these calculations we took advantage of the
RIMP255 method as implemented in Turbomole 6.1 package, with water modeled with the
continuum solvation model COSMO.52 All the interaction energies were corrected for the basis set
super position error (BSSE),56 using the standard counterpoise procedure.56 Thus, the binding energy
EBind is calculated as in Eq. 1:
EBind = EComplex – (EM1 + EM2),

(1)

where EComplex is the electronic energy of the optimized M1:M2 base pair, EM1 and EM2 are the
electronic energies of the optimized M1 and M2 bases. In addition, the basis set superposition error
(BSSE) is removed from EBind using the counterpoise correction method proposed by Boys and
Bernardi.56
5
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EBind of Eq. 1 can be reweitten as:
(2)

Where EDef is the deformation energy, corresponding to deform the isolated bases to the geometries
they will assume in the complex, and EInt is the interaction energy between these deformed
geometries in the final complex.
This is a rather standard approach used in this kind of calculations.37, 40, 42-44, 57, 58 In the present
study, we also derived the interaction energies in water, which were calculated using the same recipe
as suggested by Sponer and coworkers.42, 59
To have an immediate and intuitive understanding of the impact of a specific modification under
study, we introduce the modification energy, EMod, defined as the energy difference between the
binding energy of the modified and of the corresponding natural base pair (in this specific case A:U
and G:C base pair),35, 36 as shown in Eq. 3.
EMod = EBind(modified base pair) – EBind(natural base pair).

(3)

Within this definition, positive and negative EMod values indicate modifications that decrease or
increase the stability of a specific base pair, respectively, as EBind are, by definition, negative.
Absorption and emission spectra were calculated with time dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT),60-62 using the B3LYP functional as implemented in the Gaussian09 package. A similar
theoretical approach has already been used on the non-natural emissive RNA alphabet derived from
thieno[3,4-d]-pyrimidine and isothiazolo[4,3-d]pyrimidine core.2, 18, 19, 63 Geometry optimization of
the singlet ground state (for absorption) and of the first singlet excited state (for emission) were
performed without symmetry constraints. To calculate photophysical properties, we used the B3LYP
functional, since a benchmark study we carried out to reproduce the experimental absorption and
emission wavelengths of the tz-bases indicated it to perform better than other computational methods
(see Table S1 of ESI).
Electron density analysis. Comparative analysis of the electron density of natural (A/U/G/C) and
modified (tsA, tsU, tsG, tsC) bases was performed as follows. First, we reoptimized the geometry of
the ts-bases forcing CS symmetry, with the symmetry plane coincident with the purine plane. Since
all the nucleobases considered in this work are nearly planar, this constraint has no meaningful

6
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impact on the structure/energy of the nucleobases, while facilitating the electron density difference

natural bases by freezing the 6-membered rings to the positions they have in the corresponding tsbase. For instance, we replaced the C9 carbon of tsA with an N atom, plus we replaced the Se8 atom
of tsA with a CH group to obtain the unmodified A base. The geometry of A was thus optimized by
freezing the heavy atoms common to both the A and tsA skeleton (i.e., the N1, C2, N3, C4, C5, C6,
N6 and N7 atoms). With this approach, the 6-atom rings and the N6 and N7 atoms of the tsA and the
A bases can be perfectly superimposed, as shown in Figure S1, allowing safe comparison of the
electron density differences for these two different edges between the modified and unmodified
bases. Considering that Se is clearly larger than C, we did not fix the C1’ atom and the heavy atoms
in positions 8 and 9 of A. This approach results in a different geometries around positions 8 and 9,
see Figure S1. A similar procedure was used for all the four ts-bases.
After optimization, we compared the RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ electron densities of the modified
ts

A base, ρtsA, and that of the unmodified A base with the geometry it has in the tsA base, ρA/tsA. The

identical geometries of the 6-membered rings avoid noise in the analysis of the electron density
difference, ρtsA–A/tsA = ρtsA −ρA/tsA. A similar procedure was followed for the other bases. Similarly, to
compare the electronic density differences between tz-base and ts-bases, we adopted the similar
protocol.
Aromaticity analysis. Aromaticity of the nucleobases was quantified using the nucleus-independent
chemical shifts (NICS) values proposed by Schleyer and co-workers,64 computed using the gaugeincluding atomic orbital method65 (GIAO) and including the solvent contribution by C-PCM. The
NICS is defined as the negative of the absolute shielding computed at specific points around the
molecular system. In particular, NICS(0) values are calculated at the ring centres, while NICS(d)
values are calculated at a distance d (Å) above/below such ring centres.66 In the current work,
NICS(1) is defined as the average value of the shielding calculated 1.0 Å above and below the centre
of mass of each ring in the bases. Thus, for purines, two NICS(1) values are reported, one
corresponding to the 6-membered ring, one to the 5-membered ring.

3. Results and Discussion
In order to study the impact of the computationally designed fluorescent nucleobases, tsA, tsU, tsG
and tsC (Figure 1), on the structure and stability of nucleic acids base pairs, 16 different base pair
7
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models have been considered, half in the classical antiparallel Watson-Crick (cWW) geometry,

Hoogsten-Watson-Crick (tHW) geometry (see Figure 3), required for building several tertiary
structural motifs.67 Additional four base pairing geometries have been modeled for the size-expanded
RNA alphabets (see Figures 1 and 4). The optimized geometry and the binding energy calculations
were performed in the gas phase and in water for each of the modeled base pair. To have an
immediate measure of the impact of a specific modification on the corresponding base pair, we used
the modification energy, EMod, defined as the difference between the binding energy of the modified
and of the corresponding unmodified base pair, for instance tsG:C cWW or tsG:tsC cWW versus G:C
cWW (see Methods). By definition, negative and positive values of EMod indicate that the modified
base pair is more or less stable than the corresponding unmodified base pair. Table 1 summarizes the
calculated interaction energies and EMod values for the investigated base pairs. For comparison, the
E*Mod have also been reported for the tz-base pairs, which have previously been calculated by us at
the same level of theory.2 Optimal geometries with the H-bonding distances in gas phase and in
water are also reported for the base pairs forming ‘Watson-Crick’ and ‘Hoogsteen’ base pairs are
shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Similarly, the optimal gas phase and in water H-bonding
distances of the ‘Watson-Crick’ geometries of the size-expanded xts-base pairs have been shown in
Figure 4.

Table 1. Energy decomposition values, in kcal/mol. The cWW and tHW geometries for the nonnatural ts-bases and their corresponding natural bases have been calculated. EInt is the interaction
energy of the two bases in the base pair without inclusion of deformation energy. EDef is the
deformation energy of the two bases calculated as the difference between the energy of the geometry
they have in the base pair and the energy of the geometry they have when optimized alone. EBind is
8
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the sum of the interaction and deformation energies, which is EBind = EInt + EDef. EMod is the
pair. Negative and positive values of EMod indicate that the modified base pair is more stable or less
stable than the corresponding unmodified base pair. E*Mod (gas) and E*Mod(W) corresponds to the
modification energy of the tz-bases as calculated in reference.2

System
A:U
A:tsU
ts
A:U
ts ts
A: U
G:C
G:tsC
ts
G:C
ts ts
G: C
A:A
ts
A:A
A:U
ts
A:U
A:C
ts
A:C
G:G
ts
G:G

Geometry
cWW
cWW
cWW
cWW
cWW
cWW
cWW
cWW
tHW
tHW
tHW
tHW
tHW
tHW
tHW
tHW

EInt
-16.5
-16.3
-16.7
-16.6
-30.7
-30.3
-29.3
-28.7
-13.8
-12.5
-17.1
-15.6
-17.1
-16.0
-21.0
-20.9

EDef EBind(gas) EMod(gas)
1.4
-15.0
1.4
-15.0
0.1
1.5
-15.2
-0.2
1.5
-15.1
0.0
2.8
-28.0
2.7
-27.6
0.4
2.9
-26.4
0.6
2.8
-26.0
2.0
1.3
-12.5
1.6
-10.9
1.6
1.2
-15.9
1.5
-14.1
1.8
1.6
-15.6
1.9
-14.1
1.5
-0.1
-21.1
0.5
-20.4
0.8

E*Mod(gas)
0.0
-0.2
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.9
1.3
2.7
0.9
2.5

EBind(W)
-7.9
-7.9
-8.0
-7.9
-12.5
-12.5
-12.1
-12.0
-7.1
-6.5
-8.1
-7.7
-7.3
-6.6
-9.0
-9.1

Emod(W)
0.0
-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.4
0.7
-0.2

E*Mod(W)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.4
0.7
1.1
0.7
0.9

9
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Figure 2. Cis Watson-Crick base pairs. Stick representation of unmodified and modified cWW
A:U base pairs (left) and of unmodified and modified cWW G:C base pairs (right). Values in
parentheses correspond to optimized H-bond distances in water and values out of parentheses
correspond to optimized distances in the gas phase. All distances are in Å.

3.1 Structural and Energetic Impact of the modified nucleobases
Watson-Crick Base pairs. Eight base pairs featuring a cWW geometry have been considered, four
of them corresponding to the modified/unmodified A:U pair and the other four to the
modified/unmodified G:C pair (Figure 2). In two cases, tsA:tsU and tsG:tsC, the modifications are
present on both the bases, while for the tsA:U/ A:tsU and tsG:C/G:tsC pairs the modification is present
on a single base. The optimized structures in gas phase and in water of the modified tsA:U, A:tsU and
ts

A:tsU cWW base pairs are extremely similar to that of the classical A:U cWW pair, with differences

in H-bond lengths within 0.05 Å. The C1’-C1’ distance, a parameter indicating the isostericity of Hbonded base pairs67, 68 is almost identical in the modified and unmodified A:U pairs (10.52 Å for
A:U versus 10.48/10.56/10.51 Å for A:tsU/tsA:U/tsA:tsU). As for the base pairs, where the tsG and tsC
modifications are included, a similar trend has been observed. The tsG:C, G:tsC and tsG:tsC base pair
geometries are extremely similar to that of the natural G:C cWW base pair, with differences in H10
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bond distances within 0.04 Å. Similarly, the C1’-C1’ distances are also very similar (10.71 Å for
energies of the modified pairs involving tsA and tsU bases are also extremely similar to that of the
classical A:U cWW pair, with EMod within -0.2 kcal/mol both in the gas phase and in water.
However, for the modified base pairs involving tsG and tsC, (see the tsG:tsC pair), a destabilizing
effect is found with EMod values within +2.0 and +0.4 kcal/mol in gas phase and in water,
respectively. Overall, our geometric and energetic analysis indicates that the H-bonding properties on
the ‘Watson-Crick’ edge are substantially conserved.
Non Watson-Crick Base pairs. Looking at the geometries of the tsA and tsG bases, it seems evident
that their Hoogsteen edge remains unperturbed, allowing these non-natural purine bases to be
engaged in potential non Watson-Crick H-bonding. Here, we have specifically studied the tHW
ts

A:A, tsA:U, tsA:C and tsG:G base pairs. In all these studied cases, the Hoogsteen edge of the

modified tsA/ tsG bases interacts with the natural A/U/G/C bases utilizing its Watson-Crick edge, and
in the trans orientation of glycosidic bonds. All the four systems were compared with the
corresponding unmodified base pairs (see Figure 3).
The optimized geometries of all the modified tHW base pairs we analysed are quite similar to their
corresponding unmodified base pairs. The H-bonding distance differences between the modified and
unmodified geometries stay within 0.11 Å. We notice that the H-bond involving tsA/tsG N7 is always
elongated, while the other H-bond, involving the tsA/tsG O6/N6 atoms is shortened. As for the
binding energy, the modified pairs involving the tsA and tsG bases are relatively less stable than their
corresponding unmodified pairs, see Table 1. The system that is most destabilized by the
modification is the tHW tsA:U pair (EMod in gas phase of 1.8 kcal/mol), followed by the tsA:A pair
(EMod in gas phase of 1.6 kcal/mol).

3.2 Structural and Energetic Comparison of ts-bases versus the tz-bases
The overall structures of the modeled ts-bases and the previously reported tz-bases seem to be
isomorphic, with the only difference that the sulfur atom is replaced by a heavy selenium atom. The
usage of a selenium atom in nucleic acid bases has already been reported.29-32 The replacement of
sulfur in tz-bases with selenium in ts-bases may possess two possible advantages, the former one
being that the selenium in ts-bases could act as a scattering label for the phase determination in X-ray
11
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crystallography, the latter one being the enhanced absorption and emission when ts-bases are used

Our previous computational investigation of tz-bases has clearly pointed out the minimal impact of
these bases on the H-bonding and the energetics of the base pairs they are involved in.2 Analogously,
a very small impact on the H-bond distances of base pairs involving ts-bases has been observed here,
both as compared to natural base pairs and to the tz-bases (H-bond distance deviations within 0.01 Å
for the cWW base pairs and within 0.05 Å for tHW base pairs from the tz-bases). As for the
energetics, the EMod of the ts-bases and the tz-bases are very similar for the cWW base pairs, apart
from the tsG:tsC base pair, where a destabilization of 1.1 kcal/mol has been calculated with respect to
tz

G:tzC in the gas phase (see Table 1).2 The low stability of this base pair may be correlated with the

high deformation energy of 2.8 kcal/mol for tsG:tsC versus 1.9 kcal/mol for the tzG:tzC base pair.
Next, for the tHW base pairs, a stabilization of 0.9 and 1.7 kcal/mol has been observed for the tsA:U
and tsG:G pair, respectively, as compared to their corresponding tz-analogues.
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Figure 3. Non-Watson Crick base pairs. Stick representation of optimized structures of the four
tHW base pairs with a modified A/G using its Hoogsteen edge for H-bonding and corresponding
unmodified pairs. Values in parentheses correspond to the optimized distances in water and values
out of parentheses correspond to optimized distances in the gas phase. All distances are in Å.

Figure 4: Stick representation of the modified geometries of xts-bases paired with their natural
complimentary bases. Values in parentheses correspond to optimized H-bond distances in water and
values out of parentheses correspond to optimized distances in the gas phase. All distances are in Å.

3.3 Structure and Energetic Impact of Size-Expanded Modified base pairs involving xts-bases

The optimized geometries we obtained for the Watson-Crick (WC) base pairs formed between the
xts-bases and their natural complementary bases are shown in Figure 4. The optimized base pairs
exhibit planar geometries and possess similar H-bonding distances to the natural ones. In order to
examine the influences introduced by the size-expansion on H-bonding ability, the interaction
energies of these base pairs were also calculated. The calculated EBind are predicted to be -14.8/-15.4
and -27.9/-26.9 kcal/mol, respectively, for the A:xtsU/xtsA:U and the

xts

C:G/xtsG:C base pairs. At the

same level of theory, the calculated interaction energies for the corresponding natural and cWW base
pairs were extremely similar, namely 15.0 for A:U and -28.0 kcal/mol for G:C. It means that the
modified bases can form stable WC base pairs with natural complementary bases and the sizeexpansion would not influence greatly the pairing abilities of xts-bases with the natural bases,
although the steric hindrance due to the additional benzene ring may impair the formation of a
regular RNA duplex.
13
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bases versus the unmodified/natural bases clearly show that changes in the electron density are
negligible on the bases Watson-Crick edge, with minor electron density increase around the tsG O6,
ts

U O4 and tsC O2 and N4 atoms (see Figure 5A). This result is analogous to what we previously

obtained for the tz-bases.2 These observations are consistent with the comparable stability of the
modified and unmodified base pairs, when involved in cWW geometries. As for the Hoogsteen edge,
please notice that the comparison is limited to the two purine derivatives, as the additional ring of the
modified pyrimidines makes comparison of the electron density on this edge meaningless. For the
two fluorescent purine derivatives, a slight decrease in the electron density is observed on the N7
atom, as compared to the natural A/G bases, which reduces the basicity of N7 and may contribute to
the decreased stability we observed for the base pairs where the Hoogsteen edge of a tsG/ tsA is
involved in H-bonding (see section 3.1).
Finally, to get insight on how the electron density changes when sulfur of the tz-bases is replaced by
selenium in the ts-bases, we also plotted the electron density difference between the ts- and tz-bases
(see Figure 5B). A large increase in the electron density is obviously observed around the selenium
atom. Atoms on the Watson-Crick edge are basically unaffected, while a slight increase in electronic
density is observed around the N7 atom of the modified ts-bases, which suggests it to be a better Hbond acceptor in ts-bases than in the tz-bases. This may explain the shortening we observed in the Hbonds between N1(G) and N7(tsG) in tsG:G tHW and between N3(U) and N7(tsA) in tsA:U tHW, as
compared to their tz-base pair counterparts (see section 3.1).2
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Figure 5. Electron density maps. A Electron density differences, in the base plane, between
modified and natural (unmodified) bases are shown on the structures of the four modified bases,
ts
A/A, tsG/G, tsC/C and tsU/U. B Electron density differences, in the base plane, between tsA, tsG, tsC
and tsU bases and tzA, tzG, tzC and tzU bases are shown on the structures of the four modified bases,
ts
A/ tzA, tsG/ tzG, tsC/ tzC and tsU/ tzU. Density difference curves are plotted between −0.02 and 0.02
a.u., with a spacing of 0.001 a.u. Blue (red) lines refer to negative (positive) density difference
curves, i.e., to areas where the modified base presents reduced (increased) electron density, as
compared to the corresponding natural base. Only atoms discussed in the text are labeled.

3.5 Aromaticity analysis In order to probe how the aromaticity of the 6- and 5-membered rings of
the non-natural ts-bases is affected with respect to the tz-bases and their natural counterparts, the
nucleus-independent chemical shift (NICS) descriptor was selected.64 The ring is more aromatic in
correspondence of larger values of the NICS, i. e. more negative values.69, 70 The NICS values of
benzene are taken as reference. In addition, harmonic oscillator model of aromaticity (HOMA)
values, defined as the normalized sums of squared deviations of bond lengths from the optimal
values in benzene,71 were also calculated. All calculated NICS and HOMA values are reported in
Table 2.
Comparison of the NICS(1) indices of natural and non-natural bases indicates that the aromaticity of
the 6-membered ring of purine and pyrimidine bases is significantly reduced in the non-natural tsbases. For instance, the NICS(1) value for the 6-membered ring of tsA is only -5.46, versus -8.01 for
A. A similar trend is observed for the other bases. In contrast, the aromaticity of the 5-membered
ring of non-natural purines tsA/tsG, where the C8-H group in the natural base is replaced by a
selenium atom in the non-natural ts-bases, is enhanced, although to a lower extent. For instance, the
NICS(1) of the 5-membered ring of tsA is -10.80, versus -9.71 for A. A similar trend is observed of
15
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ts

G and G (see Table 2). This analysis clearly indicates that in the 6-membered ring of non-natural

nucleobase whereas the electron delocalization is more pronounced in the 5-membered ring of nonnatural purines as compared to natural purines. The alternative HOMA analysis also supports the
decrease of aromaticity of the 6-membered ring for the non-natural tsA, tsU, tsG, and tsC bases, when
compared with the natural A, U, G and C bases. Finally, as for the comparison between the ts- and
tz-bases, the NICS and HOMA indices are lower (in absolute value) for the modelled ts-bases,
indicating a decreased aromaticity for these modified bases. This might have an influence on the
stacking ability of the modified ts-nucleobases with the surrounding residues, to be further
investigated.
Table 2. NICS(0), NICS(1) and HOMA aromaticity values for natural and modified ts-bases. For the sake of
comparison, the previously reported values for tz-bases are also reported, in parenthesis.2
6 membered ring
5 membered ring
NICS(0)

NICS(1)

HOMA

NICS(0)

NICS(1)

C6H6

-8.227

-10.370

0.995

-

-

A

-6.032

-8.006

0.978

-11.201

-9.709

A

-1.617(-2.538)

-5.461(-6.063) 0.664(0.757)

-12.496(-13.465)

-10.796(-11.630)

C

-1.347

-3.173

-

-

C

+1.594(-0.800)

-1.655(-2.159) 0.467(0.625)

-11.911(-12.915)

-4.117(-10.470)

G

-2.909

-3.426

-10.611

-8.821

G

+1.004(-0.081)

-1.669(-2.244) 0.326(0.549)

-11.416(-12.477)

-9.525(-10.474)

U

-1.089

-1.786

-

-

U

+1.363(0.772)

-0.675(-0.945) 0.289(0.489)

-11.916(-12.881)

-9.612(-10.460)

ts

ts

ts

ts

0.755
0.803
0.640

3.6 Photophysical Properties of isoselenazolo[4,3-d]pyrimidine Nucleobase Analogues. The
predicated photophysical properties of natural and modelled ts-bases nucleobases calculated in water
using the TDDFT/B3LYP method are reported in Table 3. We find the lowest energy absorption
peaks from the ground electronic state to the first excited singlet state at 351.2, 362.5, 350.6 and
329.6 nm for tsA, tsG, tsC and tsU, respectively. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the studied ts-bases have the typical π
molecular orbital characteristics, and we infer that the absorption and emission correspond to the π to
π* HOMO to LUMO transition only, from the ground state (S0) to the first excited state (S1). The
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shapes of molecular orbitals for ts-bases and natural bases are given in Figure S2. For comparison,

246.4 nm for A, G, C and U bases, versus experimental values of 259, 252, 271, and 262 nm,
respectively.72 The comparison of absorption peaks for natural and ts-bases clearly indicates that
modification in the ts-bases results in a bathochromic shift of roughly 100 nm and 114 nm for tsA and
ts

G, and of roughly 95 nm and 83 nm for tsC and tsU bases. Slightly larger bathochromic shifts were

calculated in the emission spectra,73 with bathochromic displacements of 130.6, 164.3, 133.1 and
119.6 nm for tsA, tsG, tsC and tsU, with respect to natural bases. In general, non-natural pyrimidine
nucleobases show lower bathochromic shifts relative to the natural bases.
As explained in our earlier contribution2, the origin of the bathochromic shift can be of course
directly related to a reduced energy gap between the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals, the HOMO-LUMO gap. Focusing on energy, the data reported in Table 3 indicate
that the energy of the HOMO is substantially unaltered by the modification, with differences
between a non-natural base and its natural analogue within 0.2 eV. In contrast, the modification has a
strong impact on the energy of the LUMO, which is roughly 1.0-1.6 eV lower in energy in the
modified bases relative to the natural analogues. This reduces the HOMO-LUMO gap from roughly
5.3-5.5 eV in the natural bases to roughly 3.9-4.3 eV in the modified ts-bases, with the consequent
bathochromic shift in the absorption and emission spectra. Remarkably, the respective bathochromic
displacements of 18.9, 16.3, 17.8 and 17.0 nm for absorption and 6.8, 26.3, 23.4, 22.3 nm for
emission were calculated for tsA, tsG, tsC and tsU compared to tzA, tzG, tzC and tzU bases, see Table 3.
The comparative analysis of the HOMO and LUMO energy values for the natural, tz-bases and the
ts-bases have been given in Figure 6. This analysis clearly indicates that newly modelled ts-bases are
expected to exhibit better fluorescent properties when compared to previously reported tz-bases.
Simulated absorption and emission spectra are reported in Figure S3.

Table 3. Predicted photophysical properties of ts-bases based on isoselenazolo[4,3-d]pyrimidine
nucleobase analogues and HOMO (H), LUMO (L) and HOMO-LUMO gap energies (∆EHL). Values
in parentheses correspond to the predicted absorption/emission (abs/em) values of the tz-bases;2 os.
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str. stands for the oscillator strength. The ∆(abs), and ∆(em) values correspond to the difference in

Absorption

Base
λabs
ts

∆(abs) os. str.

Emission
λem

H

L

∆EHL

∆(em) os. str.

A

351.2(332.3)

18.9

0.165

429.4(422.6)

6.8

0.226

-6.25

-2.30

-3.95

G

362.5(346.2)

16.3

0.127

455.9(429.6)

26.3

0.151

-6.01

-2.11

-3.90

C

350.6(332.8)

17.8

0.157

441.1(417.7)

23.4

0.186

-6.34

-2.31

-4.03

U

329.6(312.6)

17.0

0.149

402.5(380.2)

22.3

0.179

-6.62

-2.37

-4.25

A

250.8

-

0.249

298.78

-

0.449

-6.21

-0.85

-5.36

G

248.4

-

0.127

291.63

-

0.213

-5.84

-0.49

-5.35

C

255.7

-

0.119

307.97

-

0.082

-6.47

-1.00

-5.47

U

246.4

-

0.215

282.94

-

0.325

-6.83

-1.32

-5.51

ts

ts
ts

Figure 6. Graphic representation of the E(eV) of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, LUMOs,
represented by L-nat for natural bases, L-tz for tz-bases and L-ts for ts-bases, and the highest
occupied molecular orbitals, HOMOs, of the natural, tz-bases and ts-bases.

Conclusions
We have computationally characterized a new fluorescent RNA alphabet composed by four
nucleobases, that we named ts-bases, derived by replacing sulfur with selenium in the previously
18
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reported tz-bases.25 From our analysis, the novel tsA, tsU, tsG, and tsC bases result to be highly

pyrimidine derivatives might cause a steric hindrance in the context of RNA structures. We have
investigated the H-bonding potential and the photophysical properties of these novel nucleobases.
Our calculations indicate that these non-natural nucleobases have a minimal impact on the geometry
and stability of classical Watson-Crick base pairs, as also confirmed by the insignificant difference in
electron density between the Watson-Crick edges of non-natural and natural nucleobases. However,
the non Watson-Crick base pairs involving the purines (tsA, tsG) Hoogsteen edge get destabilized by
up to 1.8 kcal/mol on modification as compared to their natural counterparts, suggesting that some
RNA tertiary motifs could be slightly destabilized by these modified nucleobases. Analysis of bases
aromaticity indicates reduced aromaticity for the 6-membered ring of non-natural purines and
pyrimidines compared to the natural ones. In contrast, for the 5-membered ring of non-natural
purines, tsA/tsG, our analysis indicated an increased aromaticity relative to the natural bases, although
at a lower extent. The impact of this modified aromaticity on the relative stacking interactions needs
further investigation. Our calculations also show that the modification has a strong impact on the
energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO), which is roughly 1.0-1.6 eV lower in
energy in the modified bases relative to the natural analogues, without affecting significantly the
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO). This results in a substantial reduction of the HOMOLUMO gap in the modified bases, with the consequent bathochromic shift in the absorption and
emission spectra. Remarkably, increased bathochromic displacement of 18.9, 16.3, 17.8 and 17.0 nm
for absorption and 6.8, 26.3, 23.4, 22.3 nm for emission were calculated for tsA, tsG, tsC and tsU bases
as compared to tzA, tzG, tzC and tzU bases, respectively. Overall, our analysis clearly indicates the
newly modelled ts-bases as extremely promising fluorescent base analogues, in view of their
expected better fluorescent properties as compared to the previously reported tz-bases, and proposes
them for experimental investigation. Finally, we also show here that a size-expanded fluorescent
RNA alphabet, where a benzene ring is inserted between the 5- and the 6-membered ring of the tsbases, can form stable Watson-Crick base pairs with the natural complementary nucleobases.
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